The Ultimate Project Management Professional (PMP)® Boot Camp

Three Powerful Instructors...one challenging topic...Three Simple Words.

YOU WILL PASS!

Lisa Hammer, David Newman and Carl Pritchard join forces and leverage their talents to bring you The Ultimate PMP® Boot Camp. It is five information-filled days dripping in content, and presented by three project management veterans who drive home the information in ways you can't forget. With over 3,200 PMP® Passers to their shared credit, Carl, Dave and Lisa share the podium to explain the four ways you can skip a mountain of memorization. They cover the three most common mistakes people make with the PMP® application and audit. And they tackle the nine "must-know" topics for the exam.

You get a copy of the Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide). You'll be given access to a minimum of 15 online exams, allowing you to approach your practice by knowledge area, by process area or through random exams! You get support before and after the class, with a guaranteed 24-hour e-mail turnaround to deal with those lingering, last-minute challenges and questions. And you get experience. These three instructors have taught across the country and around the globe, and yet, they're local Frederick, MD residents.

Taking the class with a Project Management Institute (PMI) Registered Education Provider (REP), you know you're getting high-caliber training from the best in industry. Most importantly, they have a track record of successfully shepherding students through one of the most daunting certification exams in industry - the Project Management Professional certification. You'll get personalized coaching on your PMP® application, and best practice tips on everything from the rigors of the exam content to the experiences of test-takers over the past few years.

Almost as importantly, you'll have fun! Dave, Carl and Lisa know that information is best retained when you're smiling. And you will be smiling...during the class, after the class, and after you pass!